Between the Keys Newsletter
Come with me into a world where visions live, and life and
love are met on my keyboard, down in the spaces between the keys...

April/May/June 2019

Welcome to this issue of the Between the Keys newsletter. As with all things in life,
especially my writing life, it’s a work in progress. The format changes as needs change,
but I strive to present what’s current in my world. Thanks for giving it a look!

Summer 2019 Updates
A well-known marketing guru says if you do a newsletter, it should have a
theme that is about writing and is interesting to your readers. I suppose I agree
in theory, but not in practice. If my theme is all about good grammar in writing,
well, how boring is that? My theme is about where I am in my writing and in my
life.
Where I am in my life, these days, is a mystery. If you read the Between the
Keys blog, you know my stepfather passed away in May. As his personal
representative, I’ve had a lot of legal matters to attend to as well as handle his
final arrangements. My partner had surgery on his lower back and has needed
extra care. Both have consumed my time.
But as with all things a writer experiences, I’ve gotten fuel for a story or stories.
Everything I’ve had to do and learn can at some point translate its way into the
life of one of my characters. The more a writer grows, the more each work
reflects new knowledge.
I’d hoped to be a lot farther along by June 2019. Every day I bemoan the fact I
have no time left for myself and my own pursuits. I know there is a time and a
season for everything and this is the season to settle my stepfather’s earthly
affairs. The season will change, in time, and I’ll return to the writing life.
I hope you’ll keep the faith with me until the season of the author renews.
KC
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Works in Progress
The question of the day is always, “What are you going to do next?” That’s the question of the day for me. I confess to
struggling to find time to put my butt in the chair and write. It’s a fact of life of at this point, that of my mother, stepfather,
and partner, I’m the only one standing. I feel like I’m living my life one phone call away from disaster. BUT I’M NOT GIVING
UP!! NO SIR! NO MA’AM! It’s going to get better and I will persevere.
The work with an online editor called Grammarly continues. This piece of artificial intelligence has found items a paid
human editor missed. It’s been a good exercise to brush up on grammar, even if the teacher
is not alive.
JULY HEAT — The story has been advanced. This story is set in Centerville, which it turns
out isn’t too far from Marionville. Our hero in this one is a friend of Logan Gregg (Bored,
Stroked, and Blueprinted). I do plan a mid-2019 release.
THE SUNDOWN SAGA— Once upon a time I compiled a mega volume for the entire
Sundown saga—all five books. I need to tweak the formatting and offer it again (for a
limited time only, of course).
IN TRITON’S TOWER - An unfinished Rayne Forrest story I found in the files. Set in the future
in an upscale, exclusive undersea resort. A reporter goes undercover to write a review on
the resort and ends up pursued by a hunky guest. I’ve no clue why this story wasn’t finished
because...well, because it’s funny!
So there you have it. I’ve got tons of works to complete,
so I’d better finish up this newsletter and get busy!

Deuce’s Day
The life and times of a black Lab living in the country at http:deucesday.blogspot.com
_*_*_

Everyone needs a lazy afternoon
Today was Saturday. I love Saturday! Mom is home with me and Dad, and she
takes me outside a lot. It didn't rain or snow today, but the ground is still wet
and cold. My paws are pretty tough but I don't like cold too much.
I was really lazy today. So was Mom. She got up early to go deposit a check.
What's the Fed? Mom said the Fed was kind enough to give her some of her
money back but the way she said it makes me think she meant something
else. What are income taxes? I bet I'd get more Grillers if these Fed dudes
didn't take some of Mom's money from her. Anyway, Mom went to the bank
but she made me stay home with Dad.
When she got home, we went out for a bit, but like I said, the ground was
wet. We didn't stay out long. Mom did some laundry and worked on a story. She said she figured out what was wrong with it
and now she could move it forward.
Mom keeps an old sheet on the couch for me. She takes it outside almost every day and shakes my fur off it. I hit the sofa for
a snooze while she was busy, and don't you know it - Dad took a picture and sent it to Mom. Okay, so my tongue was sticking out a little bit. It's only my tongue. I show my tongue all the time but for some reason, doing it in my sleep makes it funny.
I'll tell you what's funny. Humans are funny, as in weird and strange funny. … Read more
at deucesday.blogspot.com/2019/03/everyone-needs-lazy-afternoon.html
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The Interviewer Questions
How do you select the names of your characters?
First off, it’s more difficult than it used to be to select names. The more books
published the more the pool of names I like shrinks. Seriously. I pick a name I
like, generally from one of the thousands of lists of names found online, and
then open an old phone book and pick a last name from whatever page it
opened to. So that’s my scientific method.

Do you try more to be original or to deliver to readers what
they want?
I strive to hit a bit of both. Writing as KC Kendricks, I do of course write a m/m
love story. With the Sundown saga, I added a paranormal element, a shapeshifter. And not just your run of the mill shapeshifter, but one whose species came
from another planet. In the Ian Coulter’s Amethyst Cove series I tried to inject a
good dose of reality. People who love each other still struggle with anger and
jealousy. Relationships are work in real life and so it is for Ian and Rick.

Evenings on the Patio
June is a wonderful month. I love to spend evenings on the patio, and I
occasionally imbibe with an adult beverage. Spearmint grows wild around
the patio, so a drink that calls for mint is a no-brainer. One of my faves is
the mojito. I confess to sometimes using a mix, but if I don’t have a
premade mix, making it from scratch is simple!
Remember, you can drink and read, but don’t drink and use a lawnmower.
A Pitcher of Mojito
1 cup Bacardi rum
1 liter club soda
1/2 cup granulated white sugar
3 to 6 limes
Mint leaves (only use enough to suit your taste; mint can be strong)
Add rum and club soda to pitcher.
Muddle sugar and mint leaves until the leaves break down.
Quarter 3 limes and add juice to the muddle mix.
Add muddle mix to pitcher and stir well.
Slice remaining lime(s) to use with a mint leaf to garnish serving glass.
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About KC Kendricks

On the Lighter Side

KC Kendricks calls herself an accidental writer. After
completing her first novel in 2003, she was urged to
submit it to a publisher and everything snowballed from
there. Today, KC has had over sixty books published,
both as KC Kendricks (gay romance) and Rayne Forrest
(traditional romance).
By day KC works for a non-profit organization. By night,
she weaves stories to celebrate life, love and the
promise of a hopeful future. KC finds both occupations
extremely rewarding.
A native of scenic western Maryland, KC enjoys most
activities that don’t include snow. In warm weather KC
might be found walking the dog, biking on the C&O
Canal towpath, planting delicacies in her garden for the
deer to munch on at night, playing in the creek, or
lazing on the patio with her Kindle reader or laptop.
KC recently began to research her family
history and can't drive past a cemetery without stopping
to search for family sites. Her mission is to photograph
old tombstones before the elements erode the stones
and the names are lost to time.
KC can be reached through her blog, Between the Keys.
All comments are strictly moderated by the author and
personal messages are treated as such.
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With any luck, we’ll do it
again in a few months.

Stay tuned and keep reading!
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